Game Schedule Policies
Fall Basketball

The following game schedule policies have been implemented for the Summer Basketball League. All coaches are required to adhere to these policies.

Guidelines

1. Coaches should notify the appropriate coordinator regarding conflicts for games. **This must be turned into BVRC by Friday, August 7th.** We will make every effort to avoid direct conflicts with the times listed on the form. Any request turned in after this date will not be accepted. We want to know of any conflicts that you may have before we make the schedule (i.e. five of your players have an obligation on October 8th at 6:00pm; you should request to play a later game or different night.) This request will require you to do some research with your players and their schedules before August 7th.

2. Rescheduling requests should include a detailed explanation of the conflict, how many players are affected, the date and time of the conflict and a game time that would work better.

3. Consideration to reschedule will be given only if the majority of the team is affected and a forfeit situation is a concern.

4. Requests will be limited to a maximum of two per team.

5. **All rescheduling requests must be made in writing by August 7, 2020.**

6. **Once the schedule has been posted, there will be limited, if any, available space to reschedule.**

(over)
Fall Basketball
Schedule Conflict Form

Coach’s Name_________________________ Grade/Gender______________________

#1
Date of Conflict: ____________________________

Time of Conflict (i.e., all day, 10am to noon, etc.): ____________________________

Description of Conflict: ____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

#2
Date of Conflict: ____________________________

Time of Conflict (i.e., all day, 10am to noon, etc.): ____________________________

Description of Conflict: ____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

The deadline to turn in any scheduling conflict is Friday, August 7th. Please review the BVRC Rescheduling Policy prior to submitting this form.